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In this paper we use a generalization of the CebySev inequality for products of 
functions defined on cells X in Iw’ as proved recently by R. R. Janii: and the present 
authors to obtain a number of quite general inequalities. As particular cases we 
obtain multidimensional integral versions of inequalities of Mitra, Stankovic and 
Milovanovit, Dunkel, and VasiC and Milovanovic. ( 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we use a generalization of the CebySev inequality for 
products of functions defined on cells X in [w’ as proved recently in [4] to 
obtain a number of quite general inequalities which appear to be new. As 
particular cases we obtain multidimensional integral versions of inequalities 
of Mitra [2], Stankovii and Milovanovii- [S], Dunkel [ 11, and Vasii: and 
Milovanovii: [6]. Our inequalities will, in some cases, hold under either of 
two alternative hypotheses: for functions which are similarly ordered on X; 
or which are monotonic in the same sense on X. For r > 2, neither condition 
implies the other, as noted in [4]. We also obtain opposite or reverse 
inequalities in most cases by replacing “similarly ordered” by “oppositely 
ordered” or “the same sense” by “the opposite sense.” 
In Section 2 we give precise definitions of these terms and prove some 
lemmas concerning their behaviour under simple transformations. We use 
these lemmas both in the proofs of our main results in Section 3, and also 
to give alternative sufficient conditions for the validity of these results. For 
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a general survey, and historical discussion, of CebySev inequalities see the 
1974 paper of D. S. Mitrinovic and P. M. Vasic [3]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let -co<a,<h,<co for ldkdr, and set 
X= {X=(X, ,..., X,):ak<xk<hk, 1 <k<r}. 
DEFINITION A. For m > 2, functions f;: X-+ R (j= l,..., m) are 
monotonic in the same sense if eitherf;(x, ,..., x,) is nondecreasing in each xk 
(1 6 k <I-) for arbitrary values of X;E [a,, hi] (i# k), or each fj is non- 
increasing in each xk for arbitrary values of the other x,. In the case m = 2, 
functions f, , fi : X + aB are monotonic in the opposite sense if .f, , -.f2 are 
monotonic in the same sense. 
Remark 1. For x, PER’, write x6y to mean x,<y, for l<k<r. 
Then f is said to be monotone increasing on X if f(x) <f(y) for 
a<x<y<h, and monotone decreasing on X if f(x) >f (y) for 
a 6 x < y d h. It is clear that f ,  , f2 are monotonic in the same sense on X 
precisely when either both are monotone increasing, or both are monotone 
decreasing, on X. 
DEFINITION B. For m > 2, functions fk : X + IT! ( 1 d k d m) are similarly 
ordered if 
forl<i,j<m,allx,yEX. 
In the case m = 2, the functions fi, f2 are oppositely ordered if fi, -f2 are 
similarly ordered. 
As noted in [4], when r= 1 the functions (fk) are similarly ordered if 
they are monotonic in the same sense, but not conversely, while neither 
condition implies the other when r 3 2. 
LEMMA 1. (i) I f  f ,  g are similarly ordered on X and both are nonnegative 
on X, then f. g, g are similarly ordered on X. 
(ii) I f  f ,  g are similarly ordered and g is either always positive or 
always negative on X, then f, l/g are oppositely ordered, and conversely. 
(iii) Zf f,  g are oppositely ordered and g > 0, f  3 0 on X, then f/g, g are 
oppositely ordered. 
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(iv) If both pairs f, g and f, h are oppositely ordered (or both similarly 
ordered) then f, gh are also oppositely ordered (or similarly ordered), 
provided g and h are both nonnegative on X. 
LEMMA 1’. Lemma 1 remains valid if the terms “similarly ordered” and 
“oppositely ordered” are replaced throughout by LLmonotonic in the same 
sense” and “monotonic in the opposite sense,” respectively. 
The proofs of both lemmas are elementary, especially that of Lemma 1’. 
For Lemma 1, one simply uses the identities 
= -C.f(x)-f(Y)lCg(x)-g(Y)l/g(x)g(Y), 
{g-z} Cdx)-t?(Y)1 
[f(x) --f(Y)lC&) h(x) -g(Y) h(Y)1 
= [I.f(x)-f(Y)l~g(x)Ch(x)-h(Y)l+h(Y)Cg(x)-g(Y)l~. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f, g, h: X + R, that f, h are continuous on X, and the 
set D,= {(x, y)EX’:g(x)#g(y)} d ts ense in X2. If both pairs f, g and g, h 
are similarly ordered, or both are oppositely ordered, on X, then f, h are 
similarly ordered on X. If one pair off, g and g, h is similarly, and the other 
is oppositely, ordered then J h are oppositely ordered. 
Proof Suppose both pairs f, g and f, h are similarly ordered, so that for 
all x, y E X, 
Then for all (x, y) E D, we have 
Cf (y) -f (x)1 [h(Y) - h(x)1 3 0. (M) 
The latter inequality also holds for all (x, y) E D, if both pairs f, g and g, h 
are oppositely ordered. Now if (u, u) E E, = X*\D,, we take limits in the 
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last inequality as (x, y) + (u, u) in D,. By the continuity off, h on E,, we 
conclude that (a) holds for all x, y E X, so that f, h are similarly ordered. 
The proof of the last sentence of the theorem is the same. 
LEMMA 2’. Suppose that the function g, and at least one off, h, is not 
constant on X. If both pairs f, g and g, h are monotonic in the same sense or 
both are monotonic in the opposite sense, then,f, h are monotonic in the same 
sense. If one pair off, g and g, h is monotonic in the same sense and the other 
monotonic in the opposite sense, then f, h are monotonic in the opposite sense. 
The proof is elementary (but tedious) and we omit it. The same applies 
to our final lemma. 
LEMMA 3. (i) Let c$, II/ b e s rtct y t 1 monotonic in the same sense on an 
interval containing f(X) ug(X). If f, g are similarly ordered, oppositely 
ordered, monotonic in the same sense, or monotonic in the opposite sense on 
X, then the pair of ftunctions #(f(x)), $( g(x)) also has these respective 
properties. 
(ii) Let 4, t+!r be strictly monotonic in the opposite sense on an interval 
containing f(X) u g(X). If f, g are similarly ordered, oppositely ordered, 
monotonic in the same sense, or monotonic in the opposite sense on X, then 
the function pair d(f(x)), Il/(g(x)) is respectively oppositely ordered, 
similarly ordered, monotonic in the opposite sense, or monotonic in the same 
sense on X. 
3. THE MAIN INEQUALITIES 
The proofs of our results depend essentially on a recent generalization of 
CebySev’s inequality, proved in [4, Theorems 1 and 23, which we state here 
for ready reference as 
THEOREM A. Let the functions f, ,..., f,,,: X + F% be continuous, non- 
negative, and either similarly ordered or monotonic in the same sense. if 
uk: [a,, bk] -+ R are nondecreasing functions, then 
(jxd”ix’)m- ‘. jx , ifi du(x) 3 c j/(x) du(x), (1) 
where du(x) = du,(x,) ... du,(x,). In case m = 2, the functions f,, fi may 
change sign and (1) still holds; moreover the opposite inequality to (1) then 
holds iff,, fi are either oppositely ordered or are monotonic in the opposite 
sense. 
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Our first result is a generalization of Mitra’s inequality [2] to functions 
of several variables. A more direct generalization is given in Theorem 3, but 
see Remark 3 for a comparison of Theorems 1 and 3. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the functions f, ,..., f,,,: X -+ IR are all continuous 
and nonnegative, and the functions g, ,..., g, ~~ , : X -+ R are all continuous and 
positive, on X. If the functions f, , f,/g, ,..., f,/g, ~ , are similarly ordered, and 
each pair fk/gk ~ , , g, ~, is oppositely ordered (k = 2, 3 ,..., m), then 
s n f, m (h/g*-W@(fij f&)'("il'jxgd+ (2) x 2 I x 
where du is as in Theorem A. The inequality (2) also holds if’ f, , 
f2lglY?fmlgm-I are monotonic in the same sense and each pair 
fklgk _, , g, ~, is monotonic in the opposite sense. 
Proof: By Theorem A applied to the functions F, =f,, Fk = fk/gk , 
(2 <k 6 m) we obtain 
f, fic.f;k-,W2jxf, du.fij (f/Jgk-l)dU. (*) 2 2 x 
Also, by the case m = 2 of Theorem A, 
so that 
j~(f~lg~~,)du~j~du(j~/*du)l(~~g*~,du)dO (26k6m). 
Using this in (*) we obtain (2). 
COROLLARY 1. The inequality (2) holds if either: 
(a) f, ,..., f,,, are similarly ordered, and each pair fk, g& , is oppositely 
ordered (2 < k < m), provided each of the sets 
Dfk= j(X,Y)EX2:fk(X)#fk(Y)}, 26k<m, 
D,={(x,Y)~X*:gi(x)#gi(Y)}, l<i<m-1, 
is dense in X2: or 
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(b) f, ,..., f, are monotonic in the same sense, and each pair fk, g,- 1 is 
monotonic in the opposite sense (2 6 k 6 m), provided none of the functions 
fk,gk-,,fk/gk-, (2<k<m) is constant on X. 
Prooj Consider the functions F, =fi, Fk =fk/gk _, (2 <k d m), which 
are continuous and nonnegative on X. It suffices to prove that F, ,..., F,,, are 
similarly ordered in case (a), or monotonic in the same sense in case (b), 
and that each pair g, _, , Fk (2 d k <m) is oppositely ordered in case (a) or 
is monotonic in the opposite sense in case (b). These results for g, _, , Fk 
follow at once from Lemmas 1 and 1’ (iii). We omit the details of checking 
the results for F1,..., Fk, noting only that Lemma 2 or 2’ is applied suc- 
cessively to the pairs of pairs {(F, ,fk), (fk, gk- , )>, {(F,, gk- 1 1, 
(gk-l,fk/gk- ,,> t o obtain the result for F,, Fk, and to { (fi, gin- ,), 
(gj-l,F,)), ((Fj,f;), (f;,fk))? ((fk?F,), (hyFk)j to obtain the result for 
F,,Fk (2<j,k<m). 
We remark that the conditions (a), (b) are only sufficient to ensure the 
validity of the hypotheses of Theorem 1, but are not necessary. The con- 
ditions may, however, be easier to verify than those of the theorem in many 
cases. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the functions f, ,..., f,,, , g, ,..., g, : X -+ R are all con- 
tinuous with each fk nonnegative, and each g, positive, on X. Zff, /g, ,..., f,,,/g, 
are either similarly ordered or are monotonic in the same sense, and for each 
k = I,..., m, the pair fk/gk, gk is either oppositely ordered or monotonic in the 
opposite sense, then 
with du as in Theorem A. 
ProofI As in the proof of Theorem 1, the first hypothesis gives 
(I,dy j, , fi (fk/gk) du 2 G 3, (fk/gk) du, 
and the second hypothesis gives for 1 d k d m, 
(3) 
whence (3) follows. 
We note that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied if either: (a) 
g, T..., g, are similarly ordered, and each pair fk, g, is oppositely ordered 
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(1 <k < m), provided each set Dgk = ((x, y) E X2: gk(x) # gJy)> is dense in 
X2; or (b) g,,..., g, are monotonic in the same sense and each pairfk, g, is 
monotonic in the opposite sense, provided that for all k the functions 
fk, fklgk are not constant on X. 
Remark 2. By replacing m by m + 1 in Theorem 1 withy, + i = 1 we can 
also obtain the inequality (3) but under slightly different and less sym- 
metric order hypotheses, namely: fi ,f2/g, ,..., f,,,/g, _, , l/gm are similarly 
ordered (or monotonic in the same sense), and each of the pairs 
g, ~ i, fk/gkP i is oppositely ordered (or monotonic in the opposite sense) 
for 26kGm. 
To obtain some related results, we observe that by replacing du(x) by 
p(x) &(x) in the case m = 2 of Theorem A, where p(x) 2 0 for x E X, we 
have 
(jxpdu)(jxpfgdu)G(jxpfdu)(jxpgdu) (4) 
providedf, g are oppositely ordered on X. The opposite inequality to (4) holds 
if f, g are similarly ordered on X. This follows, not from Theorem A itself, 
but from its proof for m = 2 given as Theorem 1 of [4]. 
The following result, for the case of sums, is Theorem 2.1 of Lj. R. 
Stankovic and I. 2. Milovanovic [S], and is a multidimensional version of 
the original Mitra integral inequality [a]. For a comparison with Theorem 
1, see Remark 3 following Example 1. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the functions fi ,..., f,,,, g, ,..., g, ~, : X + Iw are all 
continuous and positive on X. Then the inequality 
holds if, for each k = 2 ,..., m, the pair f, g z nf:/ (h/gi), g,- 1 / fk is 
oppositely ordered. The opposite inequality to (2) holds iffor each k = 2,..., m 
the above pair-f, g is similarly ordered. 
Proof In (4) takep=f,,f=n’;-‘(fk/gk),g=gmP,/fm to obtain, in 
the first case, 
( j*fm du) I f~mT?l(f,:g,-,)du~j~f,ii(f*,g,,)du.cxg,-,du, * 2 
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Similarly, applying the hypothesis for k = m - 1, we obtain from (4) the 
result 
After m - 1 repetitions of this process we finally obtain the required 
inequality (2). The proof of the opposite inequality to (2) follows by using 
the opposite inequality to (4). 
Again, Lemmas 1, 1’) 2, and 2’ could be used to give other conditions on 
the fk, g, which would imply the hypotheses concerning the pairs f, g of 
Theorem 3. We omit these, but use a simple version in 
EXAMPLE 1. Take f,Jx) = xzkp ‘, gk(x) =xZk on X= [a, b] where 
0 < a < b. Then f,/g, = x ~ ’ for all j and g, ~, / fk = x ~ ’ for all k. One easily 
sees that the opposite inequality to (2) holds for such fk, g,; in this case we 
obtain 
b m+l -.m+I 
m+l ’ 2.4.6 . . . (2m) 
3.5 ‘. (2m - ’ ) (,2, _ a2”) *fi’ ,,,h:: 1;:: + , 
k=l 
Since fk/gk and fk are oppositely ordered, Theorem 2 also applies and 
yields the inequality (3) which in this case can be written as 
b-a (m - 1)(2m + 1)’ 
both for b > a > 0, m = 2, 3 ,.... 
Remark 3. The order hypothesis of Theorem 3 for (2) neither implies 
nor is implied by the order hypotheses of Theorem 1. To see this, take 
X= [a, b], 0 <a < b, and fk(x) = xak, gk(x) = xBk for all k. Then the order 
conditions for Theorem 1 require that 
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(a) a,(a,-p,-,)>O, (~j-~,j-1)(ak-ak~1)30 (2G:j~ k<m), 
(b) Bk-,(ak-Bk-,I)<0 Pdk<m), 
while those for Theorem 3 require that 
(C) (~,-l-c(,)~fpl (Cr,-b,)<O (2<k<m). 
Any choice of elk, Bk satisfying the conditions 
a, >o, /~,<cI~<~~< ... <cc,-l</?,-l<O<a,<~m 
satisfies both (a) and (b) but not (c). On the other hand any choice 
satisfying 
m-1 
cIl <Bl- C Ca,-fij), 
/=2 
also satisfies (c), and (a) but not (b). 
Remark 4. The method of proof used in Theorem 1 does not permit us 
to obtain an inequality opposite to (2) since the case m > 2 of Theorem A 
has only a single form (1). We may, however, use the special case of 
Theorem 3 with all gk(x) = 1 to obtain an opposite inequality to (1 ), and 
with it opposite inequalities to (2) of Theorem 1 and (3) of Theorem 2. For 
Theorem A the result is 
(1’) 
provided for each k = 2,..., m the pair f, . . . fk , , fk is oppositely ordered, and 
all fk are positive on X. 
Since the two sides of (1’) are symmetric in f, ,..., f,,, these functions may 
be permuted in any order to give alternative order hypotheses for (1’). For 
the same reason we may obtain alternative hypotheses for inequalities 
opposite to (2) and (3). For example, if we consider the m functions in the 
order f,, fi/fi,..., f,/g,,- , listed in Theorem 1, we obtain 
providedfor each k = 2,..., m the pair n:- ‘J;/nt- ’ gj, fklgk ~, is oppositely 
ordered, each pair fkjgk-, , gkP1 is similarly ordered, and all fj, gj are 
positive on X. On the other hand, if we consider the functions in the order 
f,lsl~f2/~2~~~~~fm~ll~m~,~fm~ we see that (2’) also holds provided for each 
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k = 2,..., m - 1 the pair n’; ~ ’ (f;/gj), fk/gk is oppositely ordered, as is also 
the pair II?-’ (filgjh f,; and each pair fk/gk,gk (l<kdm-1) is 
similarly ordered. 
The proofs of these results are the same as the proof of Theorem 1, but 
using (1’) instead of (1) at the first step. We list only one of the possible 
results for the opposite of (3) in Theorem 2, with a similar proof. Here we 
have 
provided for each k = 2,..., m the pair ntP 1 (A/g,), fk/gk is oppositely 
ordered, each pair fk Jgk, g, (1 6 k < m) is similarly ordered, and the fk are 
nonnegative, g, are positive on X. 
Remark 5. As in [S] other inequalities corresponding to continuous 
versions of (2.7)-(2.20) of [S] can be obtained from Theorem 3, or for that 
matter from Theorem 1, by simple extensions or specializations. Such 
results can also be obtained from the reverse inequality (2’) using any of 
the hypotheses of Remark 4 or Theorem 3. We shall only indicate some of 
these many possible analogues of [S] here. One such analogue has already 
been given, namely, the reverse CebySev inequality (2’) of Remark 4. We 
note here that the same specialization gk(x) = 1 of (2) in Theorem 3, unlike 
its opposite, leads only to the single result (1) of Theorem A. The 
inequality 
is obtained from Theorem 3(2) by replacing m by m + n and taking 
gm=gm+, = ... =gm+n-, 3 1. By Theorem 3, (5) holds provided that for 
26k<m the pair FkFk, g, ~ ,/fk is oppositely ordered, where 
Fk = nf-’ (fj/gj), as are the pairs F,,, + , n! ~ ’ fm +j, l/f,,, + k for each 
k = l,..., n. By Theorem 1, (5) holds if the functions 
fi~f2/g,,...,fm/gm~,,fm+lr.-.,fm+n are ail similarly ordered, and for each 
k = 2,..., m the pairs fk jgkP ,, g, are oppositely ordered as are the pairs 
fm+i, 1 for 1 <j < n. The opposite inequality to (5) can likewise be 
obtained either from Theorem 3 or from any of the hypotheses for (2’) 
noted in Remark 4, provided the resulting hypotheses are consistent. 
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As an example of the last statement, again replace m 
f m+1= .. =fm+ n E 1 in (2’). Using the hypotheses for 
we obtain 
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by m + n but take 
(2’) of Theorem 3 
provided the pairs n: - ’ (L/g,), g, ~, / fk are similarly ordered (2 < k 6 m) 
as are the pairs n;lfj/n:-’ g,, g,-, (m + 1 6 k <m + n). In this case we 
note that the hypotheses for (2’) in Remark 4 (concerning fk/gk .~ , , g, _, , 
or fk/gkr gk) are inconsistent for k >m + 1, so no cases of (6’) can be 
obtained in this way. 
If we take all fk = 1 and all gk(x) z g(x) > 0 on X in either Theorem 1 or 
Theorem 3 we obtain Dunkel’s inequality [ 1 ] 
(jxdur<(/xgdu)-P1 (jxg’-“du), m= 1,2,..., (7) 
valid for all positive integrable g on X. For a kind of reverse inequality to 
(7), take all g, = 1, all fk s g > 0 in Theorem 1 or Theorem 3 and replace m 
by m + 1 to obtain 
(j~duj^B(j~gdu~+‘~j~gm+‘du, m=O, 1,2,..., (7’) 
also valid for positive integrable g. 
Finally, for an analogue of (2.18) of [S], take all fk =f.g and all 
gk =g”““- ‘) in Theorem 3(2), where f, g are positive integrable functions 
on X. We obtain the special Holder inequality for p = m, q = m/(m - l), 
(8) 
The case p = m = 2 gives the Schwarz-Buniakowski inequality. 
THEOREM 4. Let fk, h, be continuous and nonnegative on X with 
fXfkdu>O,jXhkdu>Ofork=l,..., m. Suppose that for each k = l,..., m the 
function pair Fk, g = n:- ’ hj nr, , fi, fk/hk is similarly ordered on X. Let 
f m+,=l and 
Qi= jxfi+,F,+,du/fij h,du, OdiCm, 
1 x 
T(h, ,..., h,) = Q, = jx G h, du/Q j, hi du. (10) 
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Then for 1 < i G m, we have 
In particular, taking i = m, we have 
T(h I>..., h,) < T(f, ,...,fJ. (13) 
The opposite inequalities to (1 1 ), (12), (13) hold iffor each k = 1, 2,..., m the 
above pair Fk, g is oppositely ordered on X. 
Proof. Again we use (4), or rather the opposite inequality to (4) as we 
may by taking p=hi,f=f;-/hi, and g=hl,..hj~,f.+,--.f,=F,, for 
1 < i < m. We obtain after some rearrangement, 
so by repeated iteration, finally using (a) for i = 1, we obtain 
proving (12). By (12) and (a) we at once obtain 
Q,<Q,+,/jxrldu, 16i<m, 
which is (11). 
By Lemmas l(i) and l’(i), we see that the hypotheses for (1 l)( 13) are 
satisfied if the functions fi ,-.-, fm, h, ,..., h,, f! /h, ,..., f,/h, are all similarly 
ordered on X. For the opposite inequalities to hold, it sufftces to have the 
set of functions f, ,..., f,, h 1 ,..., h, similarly ordered, and for each k = l,..., m 
the pair fk,fklhk oppositely ordered on X provided also the set 
D, = {(x, y) E X2: fk(x) #f,(y)} is dense in X2. 
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Our next result is the multidimensional version of a theorem proved by 
P. M. Vasic and I. Milovanovic [6, Theorems 1 and 51. 
THEOREM 5. Let f, g be positive and integrable on X and for r E R define 
F(r) by 
F(r)=(r,f~dui~~grdu)li’ (r#O), 
F(O) = w (lx bdfk) du/I\ du). 
(14) 
If g, f/g are similarly ordered on X, then F(r) is nondecreasing on R, while if 
g, f/g are oppositely ordered on X, then F(r) is nonincreasing on R. 
Proof. Our proof depends on (4) or its opposite, and on the well- 
known theorem concerning the power means H(r) defined for positive 
functions h by 
H(r)=(jxphrdu/jxpdu)‘ir, r#O, 
=exp(/xploghdu/jxpdu),r=O. 
The function H is nondecreasing and continuous on R. Now for con- 
venience we rewrite (4) in the form 
(a) 
provided F, G are oppositely ordered on X, with the opposite inequality if 
F, G are similarly ordered. For s d r (s # 0, r # 0), take p = f r, F= (g/f )', 
G=g”-’ in (a) to obtain 
(al) 
(a,) that 
provided (g/f )‘, g”--’ are similarly ordered, or the opposite inequality to 
(a,), say, (a’, ), if (g/f )‘, g” ~ r are oppositely ordered. If r > 0, it follows from 
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if f/g, g are similarly ordered. Here we used Lemma 3 with 4(u) = up ‘lr, 
$(u)=u- . I’+ ‘) Similarly, if r < 0, then (b, ) follows from (a; ) whenever 
f/g, l/g are oppositely ordered, hence by Lemmas 1 and 1’ (ii), whenever 
f/g, g are similarly ordered. 
By the nondecreasing character of H we have 
(C) (jxph’dujjxpdu)‘~s~(j*ph’du/jxpdu)”r, sdr(s,?-ZO). 
In (c) we set p =g”, h =fg- ’ to obtain 
By (b,), (ci) we have F(s) <F(r) for s<r (s, r ~0) whenever g,f/g are 
similarly ordered. 
The proof that F(r)dF(s) for s6 r (s, r ~0) whenever g, f/g are 
oppositely ordered follows in the same way, by taking p = f ‘, F= (g/f )“, 
G=g’-” in (a) andp=g’, h=fg-’ in (c). 
Suppose now that s = 0 < r so that by the power mean inequality 
In this inequality, let p E 1, h =f/g to obtain 
If f/g, g are similarly ordered, then so are f ‘gPr, g’ by Lemma 3 (all r) 
hence by the case m = 2 of Theorem A, 
(4) 
Combining this with the preceding inequality gives F(0) < F(r). 
Now, in case r < 0, (d) is replaced by the opposite inequality, say, (d’). 
Again we take p = 1, h =f/g. If f/g, g are similarly ordered, so also are 
f’g-‘, g’ so (d,) still holds. But now since r < 0 we obtain from (d’) and 
(d, ), F(0) 2 F(r). This completes the proof of the nondecreasing character 
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of F when f/g, g are similarly ordered. The same technique suffices to com- 
plete the proof of the nonincreasing character of F(r) in the cases s = 0 < r 
or r < 0 = s when f/g, g are oppositely ordered. 
Remark 6. In the one-dimensional case stated in [6, Theorem 51, the 
value of F(0) is given incorrectly, and the conclusion “nonincreasing” 
should be “nondecreasing.” 
Next we shall use the special cases of Theorem 5: 
valid when f/g, g are similarly ordered, to prove the following general 
result. 
THEOREM 6. Let fk, hk be continuous and positive on X, and let 
O<p,dl fork=1,2 ,..., m. Set 
(16) 
If for each k = l,..., m the functions hk, fk,hk, nt- ’ h,. nr+, fi (= Fk) are 
similarly ordered then 
HP@, ,..., h,) 6 H,(f, ,...,fm). (17) 
In case hk, fk/hk are oppositely ordered, while fk/hk, Fk are also oppositely 
ordered, for each k = l,..., m, then the opposite inequality to (17) holds. 
Proof: By (lo), (13) of Theorem 4, 
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Now the factor in curly brackets can be written as 
by (15), since 0 <pk < 1 for all k. This proves ( 17). 
In the alternative case, both inequalities > above are replaced by 6, the 
opposite inequality to (15) holding in this case. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Remark 7. Sufficient conditions for (17) are that the functions f, ,...,f,, 
h r ,..., h,,f,/h, ,..., f,,,/h, all be similarly ordered. 
We also have, using (15’) in place of (15), the following companion 
theorem. 
THEOREM 6’. Let fk, h, he continuous and positive on X and let pk b 1 for 
k = l,..., m. Then (17) holds if each pair hk, fk/hk is oppositely ordered, and 
fk/hk, Fk are similarly ordered. Moreover, the opposite inequality to (17) 
holds tf each pair h,, fklhk is similarly ordered, and fk/hk, Fk are oppositely 
ordered. 
EXAMPLE 2. (O<p,< 1). Take X= [a, b], O<a< b, and hk(x)=xXk, 
f&c) = Xb”+fik, and set a =Cy ak, /?=Cy Pk. Then Fk(x) =xYk where 
yk=a+B-ak-ZB, f or 1 <k<m. Hence if O<p,< 1 for all k, (17) 
holds if all ak, Bk are chosen so that akPk>O, flkykbO, and a&y&>0 for 
l<k<m. This is the case if we take all a&=c>O, p&=c’>O or all 
ak = c < 0, ljk = c’ < 0. By writing c + c’ = d, examples for (17) are thus given 
by 
h,Jx) = x”, fk(X) =x”, O<a<x<b, (*) 
whereeitherd~ccOord~c~O.Hencez~O<p,~lforl~k,<mwehave 
(provided (md+ l)(mc+ l)nl; (pkc+ l)(p,d+ l)#O) 
md+l bmc+I-amr+I pkd+ 1 bPk”+ 1 _ aPkc+ 1 I/Pn 
mc+l bmd+l-.-pd+l &=, pkc+ 1 bPkd+lvaPkd+l 
(18) 
Similarly, for the opposite inequality to (17) and h,, fk as above, we 
require all akjIk d 0 and Bkyk < 0. Now we find this holds for h,, fk given by 
(*) where either c>d>O or c<d<O. For such c,d and O<p,<l, we 
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then have the opposite inequality to (18) (provided (md+ 1) (mc + 1). 
rIP(Pkc+1)(Pkd+1)fo). 
EXAMPLE 3 (,D~ > 1). If we take X= [a, b J, 0 <: a -C b, and /Q(X) = xrk, 
fk(X) =xQ+fik as in Example 2, then for ail pk z 1 we find that (17) holds 
precisely when akak < 0 but bkyk 3 0 for 1 B k < m. The opposite of (17) 
holds when akak > 0 but Pkyk 6 0 for all k. For either (17) or its opposite, 
the case k = m shows that, unlike Example 2, the Bk must now change sign 
(unless all CQ =O). We leave it to the reader to verify that (17) holds if 
either 
0) 
hk(X) = xc, l<kdm-1, h(x) = x4 lfk<m-1, 
=x -c‘, k=m, =x e-D, k = m, 
provided ddc, D<C, (m-2)cdD,c>O (m&2); or 
(ii) 
hk(X) = xc, 2<kbm-1, h(x) = xd, 2<k<m-1, 
=x pc, k= l,m, =x -ED, k= 1, m, 




<cPD ---a’ D<(m-2)d (m>3). 
Similarly the opposite of (17) holds if either hk, fk is given by (i) where now 
O<c<d, O<C<D, D>(m-2)d; or by (ii) where c, d, C, D satisfy 
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